
PRAISE INTERNATIONAL

WAIT FOR THE LORD – STAY WITH GOD

NT HEBREWS 13:15-16 OT PSALM 27:1-4
Good Morning

Ann Heidenreich's Father - Leo Curry passed away this past Thursday. 
◦ Funeral Mass is 10:30 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2019, at St. Charles Catholic Church, Fort Wayne, with 

calling one hour prior. 

The title that I have given the message this morning is straight from Psalm 27:14
• Wait for the Lord - Stay with God .

The last time I had to make use of the Emergency Room was with our daughter who was violently 
throwing up following a head injury.  When we arrived at the hospital the nurse in reception 
compassionately took us back right away for quick evaluation and a room assignment.  All the while I 
was reassuring our daughter that relief was on the way...the consults and tests took all of about 25 
minutes....the remaining 6 hours....we waited...for somebody to come through the door!  Even her 
assigned nurse was not responding to the call button.  The instruction I received from the head injury 
clinic was ‘go straight to emergency’....and we did what I and others describe as ‘hurry up and wait’.  

I had a friend ask me to attend a Pro Baseball game with him....man was that interesting.  When I asked 
the question ‘where is the clock?’  He laughed (he actually thought I was joking - I was not).  He then 
went on to explain that this is baseball....the experience....of watching and in my opinion waiting for 
something to happen.

And isn’t that the way most of us experience this word - Wait?
• We are subjects of someone else’s schedule - so you sit and wait in a ‘waiting room’ and then in 

an exam room.  For What?  Someone else!
• Then we wait in line....and boy does it get frustrating when you observe someone else getting 

bumped ahead of you....not sure I have ever met anyone who likes to wait.  

And then we have these key scriptures that say Wait - Psalm 27:14
‘Wait for the Lord
be strong and let your heart
take courage
Yes, wait for the Lord”

Isaiah 40:31
Yet those who wait for the Lord
Will gain new strength
They will mount up on wings like eagles...
Run and not get tired
Walk and not faint....

It looks so fantastic on Pretty Wall Art pieces we hang on the wall.....

But in real life?  Are you Serious?
• The truth is I despise waiting....
• 1.5 hour wait for a 90 second ride....no thank you!
• It may be fun but somehow I feel taken advantage of....I’ve got better ways to burn my time.

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  

Col 1:27b  JB Phillips
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There is a reason I do not fish.....I know how to cast a line....but fish....waiting for hours on end?

• My Dad couldn’t do it...whats the point he asked?
• My sentiments exactly - if I want fish...I go the freezer section at Meijer done!
• I really don’t like waiting....but I am not alone ask any kid the night before Christmas 

celebration...

And yet we have all these invitations from scripture to wait for the Lord...
• we need to wait on the Lord....
• You know you can't wait forever - man when are you going to do something....and then we do...

in our strength and that is another sermon.  
• How much we have relied on our own strength ( Is 30:15-18) In repentance and rest is your 

salvation - in quietness and trust....but you said ‘ no for we will flee on horses’.

So we have two directions we can take and miss it the same.
• One we conclude that waiting is an idea and what we really need is to get busy for the Lord - Is 

30 - ride out in our own strength.
• The other is to read this word wait and literally ‘do nothing’ and spiritualize passivity.  I am just

waiting on God.....like the man who came home to his wife and family and checks out.....that is 
called passivity and its deadly.

Wait for the Lord....Psalm 27 - lets read this from the NASB - notice a couple highlights.
• The Lord is my light and my salvation...
• The defender of my life
• Whom shall I fear?  In spite of all this I will be confident....
• From what or whom do you draw your confidence?

Greatest need - young David knowing that power, position and privilege are coming his way...
• One thing is needed....
• Behold beauty
• Do not give me over to the desire of my enemies....(what desire?)
• The affections of your heart!
• You have an enemy that wants to kill your heart.

Verse 13 - The Voice translation
I will move past my enemies with this one, sure hope;
that with my eyes, I will see the goodness of the Eternal in the land of the living.

How - Vs 14 Wait for the Lord!
• ‘Wait what?’
• I move past my enemies
• See the goodness of the God where I live...how?

Wait for the Lord....Wait
“You keep using that word, I do not think it means what you think it means”

The actual definition of the word Wait - Hebrew mind is almost opposite of our Greek Western mind.

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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Wait - qavah
◦ Hebrew alphabet is made of letters that have mean of themselves.  This word qavah connected to 

something that was a part of everyday life in Hebrew culture.  Threads - cords and ropes.
◦ Word means:  twist, stretch, threads into a cord...strands of a rope - to wait was of tension of 

enduring stretching of a cord into a rope.  
◦ My point is that it was not a passive activity marked by absence but rather actually something 

that was connected.

Threads bound together ( void of absence ) 
• Bound to become what they were not alone...
• Wrapped and stretched to become a something stronger with every thread and cord....
• Qavah - meant not only was this cord wrapped but there was a tension....on the rope...

I have rappelled a couple of times in my life and let me tell you its not enough to just have a rope...
• I want tension on that rope to know its connected to something or someone!
• You would be silly to attempt to use a rope that is not attached.....

Now watch this - that is difference of the Hebrew definition of Wait.
• Wait is not an absent void...
• It is a deliberate binding and connection

This past summer my wife calls me - 20 minutes after my appointment was supposed to start and she 
asks....you are still waiting?  

• For us Waiting for us ‘passive’ all I can do is show up and hope the other person makes it....
• For the most part waiting is marked by absence until they show up...

In the Hebrew mind to Wait...
• Is to lay hold of a strand....and bind it together with another strand....
• to take that strand and bind it with another that becomes a cord....
• to take that cord and bind it with another that becomes a rope....
• that can well its like an anchor....

Hebrews 6...we have this hope as an Anchor for the soul that is both sure and steadfast...

All hear this...?
• Waiting is beloved is not a declaration of my passivity or my comfort with Gods absence...
• Active laying hold of ... to behold....and to gaze to lay hold of an anchor for the soul that is 

connected to the very life of God.

Which is why I believe Eugene Peterson translated Psalm 27:14 correctly - 
“I’m sure now I’ll see Gods goodness
in the exuberant earth.
Stay with God!
Take heart.  Don’t quit
I’ll say it again
stay with God”

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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How do I ‘Stay with God’

• How do I wait in a way that feels the tension of the rope holding my heart steady?

I’m glad you asked!  
• I think the Psalmist answers this in Psalm 27 - especially in verse 4

‘...to behold the beauty of the Lord’
Here is my paraphrase - to behold is to notice the threads...and to lay hold of them...and bind them
in my heart....

• I see this in my life...
• I noticed the beauty of the sunrise...
• The beauty of the season

We begin to put together cords.....put together ropes...hold our heart....

How?
• Spiritual exercises, routines - rhythms of life.....that keep our heart alert and walking day to

day with God.

Psalmist - to behold the beauty of the Lord = I want to submit is to recognize and own...
• Scripture
• Creation slow down and notice what it is telling me about the God who loves me...
• I notice my own story and the story of others... have to slow down and listen to hear Gods 

remarkable mercy and grace revealed over and over.
• By confession - worship, communion, by giving....laying hold of an anchor...

From Stephen Wickstrom
A rope's strength comes from all the strands working together.

When you twist all of these strands together you get a rope whose strength comes from God. Personally, 
I would have translated Isaiah 40:31 to read like this; “They that have all aspects of their lives 
intertwined and bound together with the Lord, like threads are twisted into a rope, shall exchange their 
meager strength for the strength of the rope, they shall rise up to meet challenges as if they had powerful
wings like an eagle, they shall run through life and not be weary, they shall walk through problems and 
not faint.” (Please remember that the previous sentence is my own translation; you will not find that in 
any version of the Bible that I know of.)

This is how you renew and gain new strength. This is how you rise up with wings like an eagle's. This 
is how you run through life and not get weary. This is how you walk through problems and adversity 
without fainting. By weaving all the strands together, you “wait” upon the Lord. May you gain new 
strength in and from the Lord. 

Two important things I need to point out:
• The dangers of NOT beholding
• The reality the Cords of our heart and life.

The undisciplined heart can arrive at a very messed up conclusion – Dt 1:26-27
◦ God did this – because He hates me!

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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Now this is Critical that I don’t do not share this without pointing out the obvious.....
• We are all strengthening cords in our life....
• What you behold you become...

Pay attention to what you are waiting on...
• Hours and hours of bingeing the latest netflix series.....
• The Content being consumed on my device...
• The Movies 'I have to see...”

Now don’t hear Moralism...
• We need to be honest about the connections of the heart...

Augustine daily reading August 30th
One thing ‘have I begged from the Lord, this will I seek’; not the many things I’m busy with, but 
‘that I may dwell in the house of the Lord through all the days of my life, that I may gaze upon 
the delight of the Lord’.
That is not the bliss of people who work themselves to the bone! ‘Be still and see - what? ‘that I 
am the Lord’;  a tremendous vision, inexhaustibly satisfying contemplation.

Closing Prayer - Isaiah 40:27-41  The Message

Why would you ever complain, O Jacob,
    or, whine, Israel, saying,
“God has lost track of me.
    He doesn’t care what happens to me”?
Don’t you know anything? Haven’t you been listening?
God doesn’t come and go. God lasts.
    He’s Creator of all you can see or imagine.
He doesn’t get tired out, doesn’t pause to catch his breath.
    And he knows everything, inside and out.
He energizes those who get tired,
    gives fresh strength to dropouts.
For even young people tire and drop out,
    young folk in their prime stumble and fall.
But those who wait upon God get fresh strength.
    They spread their wings and soar like eagles,
They run and don’t get tired,
    they walk and don’t lag behind.

Communion

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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